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I. Witness Qualifications 1 

Q. Please state your name, job title and business address. 2 

A. My name is David Brightwell.  I am an Economic Analyst in the Policy Program of 3 

the Policy Division of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”).  My 4 

business address is 527 East Capitol Avenue, Springfield, Illinois 62701. 5 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 6 

A. I received a Ph.D. in economics from Texas A&M University in 2008.  My major 7 

fields of study were industrial organization and labor economics, and my minor field 8 

was econometrics.  I received a bachelor’s degree in political science in 1992 and a 9 

master’s degree in applied economics in 2002, both from Illinois State University. 10 

Q. Please describe your work background.   11 

A. I have been employed as an Economic Analyst with the Commission since June 12 

2008.  I have focused on energy efficiency and smart grid related issues at the 13 

Commission.  From 2002-2008, I attended Texas A&M University, where I served 14 

as a teaching assistant or an instructor for various courses.  From 2000-2002, I 15 

served as a graduate assistant for David Loomis at Illinois State University.   16 

Q. Have you previously testified before the Commission? 17 

A. Yes.    18 

II. Testimony and Recommendations 19 

Q. Please provide the purpose of your testimony and your recommendations in 20 

this proceeding. 21 
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A. The purpose of my testimony is to address several policy proposals presented by 22 

Ameren witnesses submitted in conjunction with its Plan.  The general topics I 23 

address are Ameren proposals to apply net-to-gross (NTG) values only when free 24 

ridership and spillover are quantified and an examination of Ameren’s proposal to 25 

modify its annual and triennial savings goals.  I also comment on an alternative to 26 

the NTG framework that was adopted by the Commission in the utilities’ 2010 EE 27 

Plan filings.  This alternative proposal does not provide absolute certainty for NTG 28 

values of all programs and measures in all years but provides a mechanism to 29 

mitigate uncertainty while providing incentives to manage programs in a manner 30 

that accounts for the uncertain savings associated with programs targeting more 31 

volatile markets.      32 

 Additionally, I provide comments on the Potential Study completed as a 33 

requirement of Section 8-103A and make a recommendation to include a category I 34 

refer to as “economically efficient potential” in future Potential Studies.  35 

III. Net-to-Gross Policies     36 

Q. Please describe the NTG policy proposals made by Ameren.   37 

A. Ameren witness Keith Goerss presents three policy proposals: 38 

1. Make NTG values fixed for the following Plan Year by March 1 of each year. 39 

(Ameren Ex. 1.0, 11.)   40 

2. Include in the NTG calculation the free ridership and spillover rates when both 41 

are quantified, and neither if only one or none are quantified. Id. at 16. Mr. 42 
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Goerss also proposes that free ridership and spillover only be included if both 43 

are estimated and included.  That is, if free ridership is calculated but spillover 44 

is not (or vice versa) then the NTG ratio value should not count either. Id.  45 

3. Allow Ameren to annually adjust its goals in response to any annual changes in 46 

NTG and TRM values. Id.  47 

Each of Mr. Goerss’ three proposals are supported in the testimony of Ameren 48 

witness Dr. Robert Obeiter (Ameren Ex. 5.0) and are set forth in Ameren’s Plan 49 

(Ameren Ex. 1.1 (2nd Rev.), 50-51, 54-58). 50 

Q. What are free ridership and spillover? 51 

 A. A free rider is someone who uses program funds to take actions that he or she 52 

would have taken anyway, even if no program funds were offered.  The significance 53 

of a free rider is that since this customer would have installed the measure anyway, 54 

there is no incremental savings to attribute to an EE program.   55 

 Spillover is more difficult to define.  Dr. Obeiter provides the following definition:  56 

“Spillover includes both program participant spillover and non-participant 57 

spillover. Participant spillover is defined as additional energy efficiency actions 58 

taken by program participants as a result of a program influence that go beyond 59 

those directly incentivized or required by the program. Non-participant spillover is 60 

defined as savings from efficiency projects implemented by individuals or entities 61 
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that did not participate in the program, but took actions as a result of the 62 

knowledge of the program.”  (Ameren Ex. 5.0, 24-25.)   63 

 I would describe spillover as changes in energy efficiency and conservation 64 

practices that result from increased knowledge of energy efficiency through 65 

experience with the program and/or word of mouth.  I note that my definition 66 

varies slightly from Dr. Obeiter’s in that it does not assume that the knowledge is 67 

favorable or word-of-mouth is positive.  There is the potential for customers who 68 

learned of energy efficiency having and informing others about negative 69 

experiences which dissuades them or others from taking energy efficiency 70 

actions that would have been taken if the EE program had not provided that 71 

experience or knowledge. 72 

Q. How do free ridership and spill over relate to NTG ratios and net savings?  73 

A. A NTG ratio is 1 – the free ridership rate + the spillover rate.  If the free ridership 74 

rate is estimated as 20% and spillover is estimated as 10% then the NTG ratio is 75 

0.9 (1-0.2+0.1 = 0.9).  The value of the NTG ratio indicates what percentage of 76 

gross savings is attributable to actions of the program.  In this example, it 77 

indicates that 90% of gross savings occurred as a result of program activities.  78 

Net savings is calculated by multiplying gross savings by the NTG ratio.  If gross 79 

savings for a program are calculated as 1,000 kWh and the NTG ratio is 80 

calculated as 0.9, then net savings is 900 kWh (1000 X 0.9 = 900 kWh).   81 
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Q. What is your opinion of Mr. Goerss’ and Dr. Obeiter’s proposal that NTG 82 

values should apply free ridership rates and spillover rates only if both rates 83 

are quantified? 84 

A. There is merit in attempting to quantify both free ridership and spillover.  However, 85 

the measurement and quantification of spillover is much more difficult and 86 

expensive than that of free ridership, and, as a result, spillover might not be 87 

quantified.  Under Ameren’s proposal, any program for which it is too costly or 88 

difficult to measure both participant and non-participant spillover will effectively be 89 

credited with net savings equal to gross savings.  Given the costs and difficulty of 90 

measuring spillover, Ameren’s proposal could result in most programs measuring 91 

gross savings rather than net savings.   92 

.   I recommend that the Commission instead direct the independent evaluators to 93 

make reasonable efforts to calculate both free ridership rates and spillover rates 94 

while being mindful of:  (1) the costs of such evaluations, (2) the likely magnitudes 95 

of spillover and free ridership rates within a program, and (3) the significance of the 96 

program to the overall portfolio savings.   97 

Q. Why do you believe spillover is more difficult and costly to measure and 98 

quantify than free ridership? 99 

A. Measuring spillover is by its definition an attempt to measure changes to 100 

behavior that took place outside of program channels because of the existence of 101 

the program.  It is difficult to know what other actions or inactions a participant 102 
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took as a result of their experiences with the program.  It is next to impossible to 103 

know what a utility customer with whom the EE programs had no direct contact 104 

did as a result of a utility program.   105 

 At least in measuring free riders, most utility programs have information on which 106 

customers received rebates or incentives, what items were purchased and how 107 

to contact those customers for evaluation interviews/surveys.  This information 108 

can be used to attempt to ascertain what motivated these customers to use the 109 

utility program to purchase a measure or measures.  This does not imply that 110 

measuring free ridership is costless or easy; rather, information exists  to know 111 

where to begin the investigation.   112 

Q. You previously stated that you fear that adopting the policy proposal of 113 

counting free ridership and spillover only if both were measured would 114 

ultimately lead to counting gross savings.  Why? 115 

A. Spillover is much more difficult to quantify, particularly non-participant spillover.  116 

It is also costly.  Evaluation budgets are limited to 3% of the portfolio budget.  As 117 

a result of the difficulty and the cost involved, evaluators most likely cannot 118 

evaluate spillover for all programs and certainly cannot evaluate it for all 119 

programs within the first year of the upcoming plan.  Accordingly, it seems under 120 

Ameren’s proposal that neither spillover nor free ridership would be included in 121 

the NTG ratio values of many or all programs at the start of the next Plan and 122 

may not be measured for many programs by the completion of the next three 123 
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year Planning Period.  If neither spillover nor free ridership is counted, what is left 124 

is gross savings.   125 

Q. What’s wrong with a shift to gross savings? 126 

A. The current approach is to include either or both estimates of free ridership and 127 

spillover when one or both can be calculated.  Ameren’s proposal to include 128 

neither factor if both cannot be calculated produces a gross savings result that is 129 

likely to reflect greater overestimates of the savings attributable to the program. I 130 

believe that applying gross savings to the determination of savings goals leads to 131 

incentives that are adverse to the interests of ratepayers and is the result of a 132 

disproportionate emphasis on the impact that spillover has on EE program 133 

savings.   134 

Q. Please describe the disproportionate emphasis placed on the impact of 135 

spillover on EE program savings. 136 

A. Spillover is essentially knowledge about EE that was gained as a result of 137 

program actions.  I am not an attorney, but my understanding of Sections 8-103 138 

and 8-104 of the Public Utilities Act (“Act”) is that the savings goals relate to 139 

incremental first year savings.  I take this to mean that the spillover that requires 140 

measurement as far as meeting annual savings goals is indirect savings that 141 

resulted in the installation of measures in the same Program Year as the 142 

knowledge was gained.  That is, if a customer replaced an air conditioning unit in 143 

May of a calendar year, liked the outcome after seeing savings in the summer 144 
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months, and added insulation to the house in September of the same calendar 145 

year (without using a utility rebate), then this is spillover that does not affect first 146 

year savings, as September and May are not in the same Program Year.  147 

 Additionally, this is an example of participant spillover.   148 

 Evaluators have attempted to quantify this type of spillover and in most cases 149 

find the impact to be small and often too small to be measurable.  For non-150 

participant spillover to affect first year savings, the person who received the air 151 

conditioner rebate would have had to tell others, and those who received this 152 

information would have had to either have bought an air conditioner without the 153 

rebate or installed other EE devices without a rebate all within the same Program 154 

Year in which the program participant installed the air conditioner.  In my 155 

experience, I cannot recall anyone ever providing me with a detailed account of 156 

an air conditioner that was installed, or adding insulation to a house or 157 

implementing any other type of EE measures.  For experiences to translate to 158 

spillover that affects first-year savings, a person has to be positively influenced to 159 

install some EE measure or measures and go through channels other than the 160 

utility in the process of installing the measures.  I am skeptical that such events 161 

produce a large degree of nonparticipant spillover.  162 

 While spillover is likely small, many programs have evaluations that have 163 

estimated free ridership of 30% or greater.  By not counting free ridership unless 164 

spillover is also measured, the Commission is being asked to approve a policy 165 
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that would be assuming that first-year spillover is effectively 30% or more for 166 

these programs.  Based on this, a gross savings approach is likely to lead to a 167 

much larger error in measuring savings than maintaining the current evaluation 168 

approach.  That is, a combination of personal experience and the evaluations I 169 

have reviewed as part of my duties at the Commission lead me to conclude that 170 

savings from first-year spillover is minimal. 171 

Q. Are there other factors that cause spillover? 172 

A. Yes.  One possibility is marketing of energy efficiency.  By marketing the 173 

ActOnEnergy program, it is possible that Ameren is creating greater general 174 

awareness of EE which cause EE investments to occur outside of program 175 

channels.  However, marketing probably does not provide a sufficient spillover 176 

impact to offset the reduction in gross savings that are attributable to free 177 

ridership.  It needs to be pointed out that marketing that is effective at getting 178 

ratepayers to use utility programs is not spillover.  Spillover only occurs when 179 

marketing is effective at enticing ratepayers to install EE measures without a 180 

utility rebate or program.  The idea of customers performing EE investments as a 181 

result of learning about EE investments from the program’s marketing efforts 182 

prompts the question of why a customer who is aware of and eligible for a rebate 183 

would not use the program to receive a rebate. This tends to further suggest that 184 

it is unlikely that first-year spillover is causing substantial measurement error in 185 

net savings.        186 
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 Another potential means through which spillover may occur is through non-187 

participating trade allies promoting EE equipment.  However, in my opinion, this 188 

is a gray area that can cause an over-calculation of first-year savings and lead to 189 

unnecessarily prolonging the continuation of programs.  A trade ally is a 190 

contractor or vendor who registers with the EE program, receives information 191 

about the rebate process, some training on promoting EE equipment, and 192 

potentially some training on differences in the installation of EE equipment versus 193 

standard energy-using equipment.  The thought is that these non-participating 194 

trade allies use the information provided by the program to promote the sale of 195 

EE equipment but do not actively participate in the program.  As a result, EE 196 

investments would be made because of the program without the programs 197 

receiving credit. Since any savings from nonparticipating trade allies is by 198 

definition savings that results from the EE program having past involvement with 199 

the non-participating trade allies, it seems that savings attributable to these 200 

contractors can either be categorized as intertemporal spillover, spillover that 201 

occurs in the present from past actions, or perhaps as market transformation.  In 202 

the event that it is intertemporal spillover, there is negligible incremental first-203 

year savings attributable to the program. 204 

 If non-participating trade ally activity is better classified as market transformation, 205 

then once these contractors receive the information, they are actively using the 206 

knowledge gained to promote EE equipment indefinitely.  It is possible under this 207 
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circumstance to prolong a program beyond its usefulness.  This would occur if 208 

the savings from non-participating trade allies being applied in an evaluation is 209 

large enough to justify continuing a program that could not be justified on the 210 

basis of savings from participating trade allies alone.1                          211 

Q. Are there any other factors that may lead to overestimated savings? 212 

A. Yes.  The measure of incremental savings compares the difference in energy use 213 

between an energy efficient device and another device that serves as a baseline.  214 

The baseline device is in many cases the minimally efficient device permitted by 215 

an appliance standard.  If one was accurately measuring incremental savings the 216 

baseline device would be the device a customer would have installed if the more 217 

efficient device was not installed.  If a ratepayer would have installed the 218 

minimally efficient device, the baseline is correct.  If the ratepayer would have 219 

installed a device that was more efficient than the assumed baseline but less 220 

efficient than the device for which an incentive is received, the baseline is 221 

incorrect and gross savings are overestimated. 222 

 Two examples where this phenomenon is likely happening are furnaces and 223 

lighting.  The current baseline for furnaces is an 80% Annual Fuel Utilization 224 

Efficiency (“AFUE”) furnace.  A 90% AFUE furnace standard was expected to 225 

                                            
1
 The benefits from continuing the program are overstated because the non-participating trade ally 

savings would have occurred even if the program was not in effect in the year being evaluated.  As a 
result, greater benefits are being attributed to the continuance of the program than there should be.      
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become effective in 20132.  I understand that part of the motivation to increase 226 

the standard to 90% was a belief that the 80% standard was lower than the 227 

efficiency level most customers were choosing for replacements of old furnaces 228 

or for furnaces in new facilities.  To the extent customers are choosing furnaces 229 

between 80 and 90%, the baseline for furnaces overestimates the actual 230 

incremental savings.   231 

 Residential lighting standards began changing in January 2012 when 232 

requirements from the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA”) 233 

started becoming effective.  In January 2012, EISA required lumen outputs that 234 

were previously achieved with 100 Watt incandescent bulbs to be achieved with 235 

72 Watts or fewer.  This changed the assumed baseline from 100 Watts to 72 236 

Watts.  The incremental savings from lighting is now the difference between an 237 

efficient bulb of equivalent lumens and a 72 Watt bulb.  This very well may be an 238 

incorrect baseline as lighting manufactures are not producing 72 Watt 239 

incandescent bulbs with prices close to the 100 Watt incandescent bulbs.  240 

Instead, 72 Watt bulbs tend to be halogen lights that cost as much or more than 241 

CFLs.  It could be argued that CFLs should be the baseline.3  If a CFL is in fact 242 

the correct baseline, every CFL sold generates no incremental savings.  243 

However, under the current baseline, positive gross savings are assumed.   244 

                                            
2
 The standard was suspended indefinitely to receive further comment and to do more analysis. 

3
 In Docket 13-0495, Commonwealth Edison witness Michael Brandt acknowledges that CFLs may 

become the new baseline (Docket 13.0495, ComEd Ex. 2.0, p. 9).  
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 Ameren’s proposal to only include free rider estimates when spillover is also 245 

estimated neglects to consider that net savings is the product of multiplying gross 246 

savings by the NTG ratio.  If gross savings are overestimated and a NTG ratio 247 

that excludes spillover is underestimated, it cannot be concluded that net savings 248 

are underestimated.  Ameren’s proposal presumes that the inherent bias works 249 

against the Company and is of such magnitude that a better alternative is to 250 

ignore any estimate of free ridership when it is too costly or difficult to estimate 251 

spillover.                              252 

   253 

Q. Why do gross savings lead to adverse incentives harmful to ratepayers?   254 

A. Ameren is required by statute to meet savings targets.  Penalties apply if the 255 

savings goals are not met.4  Achieving gross savings isn’t in the best interest of 256 

ratepayers because ratepayers pay for the EE programs.  Ratepayers only gain 257 

benefits as a result of these payments from net savings, not from gross savings.  258 

Gross savings are much easier to achieve than net savings.  By definition, 259 

programs with high rates of free ridership have a high level of savings that can be 260 

achieved even without any utility intervention.  With a gross savings goal, a utility 261 

has an incentive to devote resources to these types of programs.  First, to the 262 

extent savings are the result of free riders, utility revenues and profits are not 263 

eroded by energy efficiency. Second, it takes less effort to encourage customers 264 

                                            
4
 See 220 ILCS 5/8-103(i) and 8-104(i). 
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to take the rebate if most of those customers were going to do the project 265 

anyway.  This is essentially the path of least resistance.  266 

 Unfortunately, free ridership provides little or no benefit to ratepayers as a group.  267 

The nonparticipating ratepayers who pay for the project see their money given to 268 

other ratepayers who are taking actions free riders would take without the utility 269 

intervention.  There are no incremental benefits associated with free riders, but 270 

there are costs associated with administration of EE programs.  Programs 271 

designed to cater to free riders provide little benefit, redistribute wealth and take 272 

real resources away from society through program administration.  Funding 273 

programs or measures for which the market has been transformed by any cause 274 

including past utility actions into a marketplace now making EE investment the 275 

norm results in reduced funding for programs and measures that provide 276 

incremental energy savings that are required to reduce direct and indirect costs 277 

to ratepayers, and satisfy the underlying purpose of the statutory targets.  The 278 

EE programs are intended to encourage ratepayers to adopt EE measures which 279 

they would not adopt without the existence of the program.  Using a gross 280 

savings approach undermines the intent and purpose of the EE statutes.    281 

Q. Are there any other problems with utility programs providing benefits to 282 

freeriders?  283 

A. Yes. EE programs create a wealth redistribution.  That is, each rebate takes 284 

money from non-participating customers and redistributes it to participating 285 
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customers.  There is a higher likelihood that this redistribution takes place by 286 

taking  money from lower and moderate income customers and redistributing it 287 

toward higher income customers.  288 

Q.  What is the basis for this greater likelihood? 289 

A.  The assumption made in Ameren’s moderate income program (Ameren Ex. 1.1 290 

(2nd Rev.), 42) and DCEO’s low income programs (Docket No. 13-0499, DCEO 291 

Ex. 1.0, p. 38.) is that free ridership rates are very low because the customers in 292 

the low and moderate income segment do not have the income necessary to 293 

make EE investments absent the rebates.  It is reasonable to assume that a 294 

customer’s willingness and ability to make the investments absent the program 295 

increase as his/her income or wealth increase. Thus, free ridership is likely to 296 

grow with participant income.   297 

IV. Staff Proposal for Measuring Net-to-Gross 298 

Q. In Section II of this testimony, you state that you comment on an alternative 299 

to the NTG framework that was approved by the Commission in the 2010 EE 300 

dockets.  Who is sponsoring the alternative framework? 301 

A. The alternative NTG framework is provided as Staff Ex. 1.1 and is included with the 302 

direct testimony of Staff witness Jennifer Hinman.  The proposed NTG framework 303 

includes dates by which various tasks need to be completed in order to allow the 304 

utilities to reach the March 1 planning deadline that Mr. Goerss requested in his 305 

direct testimony (Ameren Ex. 1.0, p. 11).  Ms. Hinman will discuss the logistics 306 
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involving the dates by which various tasks need to be completed.  My role is to 307 

discuss a proposal to resolve disputes about what constitutes a “significant” market 308 

change and how to account for savings when a “significant” market change occurs. 309 

Q. Please explain your understanding of the reasons for adoption of the 310 

previous NTG framework. 311 

A. Evaluations tend to be completed after the Program Year is completed.  As a result, 312 

the information is not available until October or November of the next Program 313 

Year, sometimes later than that.  For example, Electric Program Year 1 was 314 

completed on May 31, 2009.  The evaluators collected data, reviewed it, made 315 

verifications of installations, etc., then made preliminary reports available.  The 316 

utilities and parties in the Stakeholder Advisory Group commented on the reports, 317 

which went through revisions before final versions were produced in or after 318 

November 2009.  Thus, half of Program Year 2 was done by the time that Program 319 

Year 1 evaluations were completed.  Retrospective evaluation was problematic 320 

from a utility perspective because not only was PY1 complete but most of PY2 was 321 

also complete by the time the utilities knew what the PY1 savings would be.  The 322 

NTG ratio values were one of the largest sources for this uncertainty.  As a result, a 323 

NTG framework was proposed in the 2010 EE hearings.  As I understand matters, 324 

this framework was intended to provide greater certainty by recognizing that in 325 

many cases, the market for EE products doesn’t change much.  The result being 326 

that prospective NTG ratio values would be used to count savings in most cases 327 
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Q.    What is the dispute involving “significant” market change? 328 

A. The original NTG framework approved by the Commission in 2010 largely allowed 329 

for prospective determination of NTG values.  Some of the areas where there was 330 

to be retrospective application of NTG values are when the program was new and 331 

lacking previous evaluation or when programs experienced significant changes in 332 

program delivery or market conditions.  This approach can be problematic when the 333 

utility and stakeholders disagree on what constitutes a significant change in either 334 

program delivery or the market.  As a result, the NTG framework that was intended 335 

to provide a greater level of certainty for the utilities provided less certainty for a few 336 

programs such as residential lighting that accounted for a large portion of portfolio 337 

savings. 338 

Q. How does the current alternative attempt to resolve this? 339 

A. The proposal has two parts.  First, the proposal removes the ambiguous phrase 340 

“significant” market change.  Instead of a “significant” market change triggering a 341 

retrospective evaluation, there will be a partially retrospective evaluation at times 342 

when the parties cannot reach consensus on a prospective NTG value.  The 343 

second part is changing the retrospective evaluation that occurs under the 344 

previously approved NTG Framework to a potentially partial retrospective 345 

evaluation.  346 

Q. Why is it that parties may not agree on a prospective NTG value? 347 
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A. Since evaluation reports are not completed until about November of the following 348 

Program Year, there is a two-year lag between the time the NTG values go into 349 

effect for prospective application.  That is, the PY1 evaluations were not complete 350 

until midway through PY2 and would not apply for prospective application until PY3.  351 

As a result, prospective application estimates savings based on conditions that are 352 

about two years old at the time the NTG ratio values are being applied.  When the 353 

market is stable, this may be a reasonable approach.  When the market is 354 

changing, a NTG ratio value that is two years out of date by the time it is applied is 355 

problematic.  It is problematic because it provides too much certainty to the affected 356 

utility to the detriment of its ratepayers in times of uncertain market conditions. 357 

Q. Please provide an example of providing too much certainty to the utility to 358 

the detriment of its ratepayers. 359 

A. One area of disagreement about whether there is significant market change is in 360 

the residential lighting market.  There are disputes about whether the EISA 361 

provisions eliminating the manufacture of certain incandescent light bulbs along 362 

with a general acceptance of compact fluorescent lights (“CFLs”) by consumers 363 

created a significant market change.  The evaluated NTG ratio for PY5 is 0.44 while 364 

using a prospective NTG ratio from PY2 results in a NTG ratio of 0.83 being applied 365 

(Ameren Ex. 1.1 (2nd Rev.), p. 58).    By using the 0.83 NTG ratio value from PY2, 366 

Ameren is essentially claiming 47% greater “paper savings” from residential lighting 367 
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than the evaluations indicate actually occurred.5  This is beneficial to Ameren but its 368 

ratepayers may be better off if some of this money was spent elsewhere.       369 

Q. How does the new proposal address the concern about using evaluated NTG 370 

ratios that are two years old?     371 

A. I am proposing, in times when a consensus cannot be reached, that the NTG ratio 372 

applied in PY t+1 be the average of evaluations conducted in PYt-1 and PYt.  For 373 

example, if parties cannot reach a consensus on a NTG ratio value for the 374 

upcoming PY 7 that begins on June 1, 2014, then the average of the evaluations 375 

for the PY5 and PY6 evaluations would be applied.   376 

Q. How does this proposal affect incentives for program management? 377 

A. The proposal provides more certainty than the current approach of a fully 378 

retrospective evaluation because the evaluation result from PYt-1 should be known 379 

at the time that planning for PYt+1 takes place.  In some cases, the estimated NTG 380 

ratio for PYt may be available by March 1 of the current Program Year as well.  381 

However, It still provides some uncertainty and risk because the result of PYt is not 382 

known by the time that the utility has to make plans for PYt+1.   383 

 Since there is a degree of uncertainty, the utility has an incentive to agree to a 384 

consensus deemed value reflective of the value likely to exist in the plan year or to 385 

move funds away from a risky proposition and towards less risky propositions.  This 386 

                                            
5
 (.44-.83)/.83 = .469 or 46.9% 
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provides benefits to ratepayers because the utility now has an incentive to manage 387 

risky programs rather than to divert the risk to ratepayers. 388 

Q. What are the magnitudes of risk for Ameren versus the risks to its 389 

ratepayers??         390 

A. The risks to Ameren are relatively small.  The natural gas portfolio budget is about 391 

is about $46 million over the next three year period.  The electric portfolio budget is 392 

about $60 million annually.  The maximum statutory financial penalties that may be 393 

imposed upon an electric utility is $335,000 annually, or 0.55% of Ameren’s annual 394 

electric EE budget, and upon a gas utility is $400,000, or about 0.66% of Ameren’s 395 

triennial budget.  That is, any financial penalties that may be assessed to Ameren 396 

for failing to meet its goals amount to less than one percent of the total EE budgets.  397 

Applying an out-of-date NTG ratio value for a large program such as residential 398 

lighting could provide much larger losses to ratepayers. 399 

  If the utility is provided complete certainty with respect to NTG ratio values, despite 400 

the fact that the market itself is highly volatile, there is no incentive to minimize the 401 

risk that net savings will not materialize.  The utility is guaranteed the ability to claim 402 

savings regardless based on the predetermined NTG ratio value regardless of 403 

magnitude by which the NTG ratio is incorrect.  The ratepayers have no ability to 404 

manage the utility EE portfolio, but the ratepayers are the ones who suffer losses in 405 

welfare from a portfolio that over allocates resources to risky programs where net 406 

savings may not materialize.  If the utility is provided some uncertainty with respect 407 
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to NTG ratio values, it has an incentive to investigate that uncertainty, gauge the 408 

impact on its ability to meet its goal and adjust funding away from a less certain 409 

programs towards more certain programs if it feels it is necessary.   410 

V.  Modified Goals 411 

Q. Ameren is proposing modified goals for both its gas and electric portfolios.  412 

Do you object to this proposal? 413 

A. No.  I do not object to proposing a lowered goal.  I believe that given the low market 414 

prices of electricity and natural gas, there are fewer cost-effective measures.  The 415 

lower gas and electricity prices also affect the budgets that are available for EE 416 

portfolios.    417 

VI. Potential Study 418 

Q. You previously referred to a recommendation to include an analysis of 419 

“economically efficient potential” in future Potential Studies.  Please 420 

explain. 421 

A. The potential study presented by Ameren measures what it refers to as technical 422 

potential and economic potential.  Technical potential essentially measures how 423 

much savings could be realized if all energy using equipment was replaced with the 424 

most energy efficient technology available. (Ameren Ex. 1.1, Appendix D, volume 1, 425 

p.  2)  Economic potential, as used in the Potential Study, measures the amount of 426 

savings possible from using the most technologically efficient replacement 427 
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equipment that has positive net benefits compared to a base level of equipment.  428 

My concern is that this definition of economic potential is equivalent to asking “What 429 

is the potential energy savings from replacing current equipment with the most 430 

energy efficient piece of equipment that provides net benefits to customers?”  It 431 

does not answer the question, “What is the potential energy savings if current 432 

equipment is replaced with the energy efficient equipment that maximizes net 433 

benefits to ratepayers?”  The second question addresses the issue of which 434 

equipment efficiency would maximize the welfare of ratepayers by providing the 435 

economically efficient level of energy efficiency. The answer to this question is what 436 

economists typically consider to be economic efficiency.  437 

 438 

Q. How do you propose to measure economically efficient potential? 439 

A. The concept economists use to measure economic efficiency is called marginal 440 

analysis.  In the context of the potential studies, one applies marginal analysis by 441 

ranking equipment in degree of energy efficiency relative to the current stock of 442 

equipment from the lowest to the highest.  Once the ranking is complete, one 443 

examines the additional benefits and additional costs of moving from the current 444 

equipment to the piece of equipment that is ranked slightly higher.  This 445 

examination would be completed again comparing the additional costs and benefits 446 

from the next highest-ranked piece of equipment to the previously examined more 447 

efficient equipment.  This process is repeated until the additional benefits of the 448 
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next highest-ranked piece of equipment are less than the additional costs of that 449 

piece of equipment.  Economic efficiency is determined by choosing the last piece 450 

of equipment that achieves marginal benefits greater than marginal costs.     451 

Q. Please provide an example.       452 

A. Table 16 provided below, illustrates the point.  In the table, air source heat pumps 453 

(“ASHP”) are being analyzed.  The baseline ASHP is compared to three tiers of 454 

energy efficient and cost effective ASHPs.  Since the first comparison is between 455 

the baseline technology and a 14.5-14.9 SEER rated ASHP, the incremental 456 

benefits above the baseline unit and the marginal benefits are the same.  Likewise, 457 

the marginal costs are equivalent to the incremental costs above the baseline as 458 

well.  The 14.5-14.9 SEER ASHPs offer marginal benefits and marginal costs of 459 

$669 and $473, respectively.  That is, ratepayers are better off moving from the 460 

baseline to the 14.5-14.9 range.  The 14.5-14.9 range adds $669 in additional 461 

benefits but only costs $473 more.  The next step is to determine if a 15.0-15.9 462 

SEER ASHP offers more benefits than costs when compared to a 14.5-14.9 SEER 463 

ASHP.  The table indicates that the benefits from the 15.0-15.9 SEER level are 464 

$930 compared to $669 for the 14.0-14.9 SEER level.  The marginal benefit is $261 465 

($930-$669).  The marginal cost is $156 ($629-$473).  Once again, the additional 466 

benefits exceed the additional costs so ratepayer welfare improves when 467 

                                            
6
 All values related to energy savings, benefits, costs and rebates, provided in the example and Table 1 

are from the work paper labeled Cottrell DWP4(CP) provided in Ameren’s response to Staff DR JLH 1.02.   
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ratepayers increase the efficiency from 14.5-14.9 to 15.0-15.9 SEER units.  468 

However, moving from the 15.0-15.9 SEER range to the 16.0+ SEER range adds 469 

$200 more in benefits but costs $315 more in comparison to the 15.0-15.9 SEER 470 

units.  This analysis indicates that the 15.0-15.9 SEER units are economically 471 

efficient.   That is, there is a greater net benefit to ratepayers from installing 15.0-472 

15.9 SEER ASHPs than there is from installing any other level of energy efficient 473 

ASHP.   474 

 The table also provides information that indicates that moving from the 15.0-15.9 475 

SEER ASHP to a 16.0 SEER unit as is assumed in the current definition of 476 

economic potential, is likely to reduce actual savings to ratepayers as well.  The 477 

proposed incentive for the 15-15.9 SEER range is $200 but for the 16.0+ SEER 478 

range, it is $300.  Thus, the program can provide rebates for 50% more 15.0-15.9 479 

SEER ASHPs with the same budget.  That is, for every two 16,0+ SEER ASHP 480 

rebates provided, the program could incent the purchase of three 15.0-15.9 SEER 481 

ASHPs.  The work paper from which the data on ASHPs was taken indicates that 482 

both ranges of ASHPs have an 18 year life.  The 15-15.9 SEER range saves 483 

2017.9 kWh and 0.4 kW annually.  The 16.0+ range saves 2093.5 kWh and 0.5 kW 484 

annually.  Over an 18 year life three 15.0-15.9 SEER ASHPs save 108,966.6 kWH 485 

(2017.9 kWh per unit X 3 units X 18 years) and 21.6 kW.  Over 18 years, two 16.0+ 486 

SEER ASHPs save 75,366 kWh and 18 kW.  This indicates that for $600 in 487 

incentives (the rebate level for three 15.0-15.9 SEER units or two 16.0+ SEER 488 
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units) lifetime savings are 33,600 kWh or 44.5% and 3.6 kW or 20% greater with 489 

incentives directed towards 15.0-15.9 SEER rated units.         490 

 491 

   492 

Table 1.  An Illustration of Economically Efficient Potential 

measure 

NPV of 
Lifetime  

Incremental 
Benefits over 

Baseline 
marginal 
benefit 

 Incremental 
Cost per 
Unit over 
Baseline 

marginal 
cost 

proposed 
incentive TRC value 

ASHP 14.5-
14.9 SEER 669.34 669.34 473.00 473.00 150.00 1.42 

ASHP 15.0-
15.9 SEER 930.44 261.11 629.00 156.00 200.00 1.48 

ASHP 16.0+ 
SEER 1,130.86 200.42 944.00 315.00 300.00 1.20 

 

 493 

 494 

 Q. Why is the information about economically efficient potential useful for the 495 

Potential Studies? 496 

A. The information is useful because it provides information that is not currently 497 

available from the definition of economic potential.  It provides insight into how 498 

much more it costs to move from one level of efficiency to the next and what 499 

benefits are gained from doing so.  In the example of the air source heat pumps, 500 

it revealed that moving to the most efficient cost-effective alternative is probably 501 
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ineffective.  The economically efficient potential analysis showed us that by 502 

moving towards incenting 16.0+ SEER ASHPs, the program increases the 503 

incentive by $100 (from $200 to $300) and gets an additional per unit first-year 504 

savings of 75.6 kWh and .1 kW.  Assuming $100 per kW (which is well above the 505 

current MISO market price), that amounts to paying a little over $1.19 per 506 

additional first-year kWh saved.7      507 

VII. Conclusion 508 

Q. Please summarize your direct testimony and recommendations to the 509 

Commission. 510 

A. In response to Ameren’s proposal that gross savings are applied in any situation 511 

where evaluators do not measure both free ridership and spillover (both participant 512 

and non-participant) rates, I recommend that the Commission instead direct the 513 

independent evaluators to make reasonable efforts to calculate both free ridership 514 

rates and spillover rates while being mindful of:  (1) the costs of such evaluations, 515 

(2) the likely magnitudes of spillover and free ridership rates within a program, and 516 

(3) the significance of the program to the overall portfolio savings.   517 

 As I have stated in my testimony, the measurement of free ridership and spillover 518 

rates is difficult task.  Unfortunately, it is more costly and difficult to estimate 519 

                                            
7
 At $100 per kW, an additional .1 kW of savings is worth $10.  That leaves $90 of the additional $100 in 

rebates to pay for energy savings of 75.6 kWh (the difference in energy savings between the 15.0-15.9 
and 16.0+ SEER units).  $90/75.6 kWh = $1.19 per kWh. 
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spillover.  This does not mean that the net savings estimates are greatly biased 520 

against the utilities.  Among the reasons are that first-year spillover is likely small in 521 

comparison to free ridership for many of the programs and the method for 522 

estimating gross savings likely leads to an overestimate.  Additionally, the 523 

evaluation approach taken to determine savings does not consider whether 524 

additional energy use occurs when a free rider decides to take the money he/she 525 

did not have to use because of receiving a rebate and instead uses it to purchase 526 

and use other energy-consuming equipment. 527 

 Staff witness Jennifer Hinman and I both discuss a proposed modification to the 528 

NTG framework approved by the Commission in the 2010 EE dockets.  The 529 

document contains dates for certain procedures to be completed in order to 530 

improve the likelihood of meeting a March 1 deadline to assist Ameren in adjusting 531 

its Plan for the next Program Year.  Ms. Hinman is responsible for the dates and 532 

logistics of meeting the various deadlines.  I support a proposal in the document to 533 

provide more certainty to the utilities while still providing a degree of uncertainty.  534 

The proposal is that in times when stakeholders and the utility cannot reach 535 

consensus on a NTG ratio value, an average of the NTG ratio values from PY t-1 536 

and PYt should be used.  This approach provides greater certainty to the utilities 537 

with respect to meeting their savings goals while simultaneously providing an 538 

incentive to move funds towards less risky propositions.  I believe the approach 539 

strikes a balance between the interests of ratepayers and the utilities.  Ratepayers 540 
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are unable to manage any risk of changing market conditions and are adversely 541 

affected when the utility who can manage the risk, has that risk eliminated by 542 

locking in a predetermined NTG ratio value.  By taking an average of the last two 543 

program years, at least one NTG value estimate is known to the Utility.  In some 544 

cases, the estimate from both years may be known.  Taking the average provides a 545 

better reflection of current market conditions, mitigates some utility risk and 546 

provides a greater incentive to manage conditions than providing a certain and 547 

predetermined NTG ratio value. 548 

 I examined the proposal to modify Ameren’s energy savings goals and do not 549 

object in principle.  However, I can not advise the Commission whether the 550 

reduction in goals being requested is reasonable.   551 

 My final recommendation is to include what I refer to as an analysis of economically 552 

efficient potential in the Potential Studies.  Economically efficient potential 553 

measures the energy efficiency that is achievable when a measure with the level of 554 

energy efficiency that maximizes net benefits is applied.  The current approach is to 555 

estimate what the study’s authors refer to as economic potential.  Economic 556 

potential examines the savings that are possible when the most energy efficient 557 

measure that is cost-effective relative to a baseline measure is used for 558 

replacement.   My analysis shows that because of differences in incentives, a less 559 

than top-tiered efficient measure can actually result in greater overall total savings 560 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 561 
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A.  Yes, it does.   562 


